Intracranial Dural Arteriovenous Fistulas: A Review

Abstract

Intracranial dural arteriovenous fistulas, a seldom-encountered type of vascular malformations, are nonetheless clinically relevant because a misdiagnosis may lead to permanent morbidity and mortality. Modern brain imaging techniques such as CT and MRI angiography have a substantial role in the preoperative work-up, yet digital subtraction angiography remains the neuroimaging mainstay. The most important factor guiding management is the presence of cortical venous reflux, significantly associated with aggressive symptoms. Cutting edge developments in endovascular and neurosurgical treatment of these vascular malformations, which should be undertaken in specialized referral centers, have substantially improved their prognosis.
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Introduction

Intracranial dural arteriovenous fistulas (IDAVFs) are a relatively rare entity, whose clinical features and prognosis vary according to the location and risk of bleeding. They are anatomically and pathologically distinct from pial and Parenchymal arteriovenous malformations (AVMs), in that they are supplied by Dural arteries without pial involvement and display a direct arteriovenous shunt toward Dural sinuses and/or pachy (dural) or leptomeningeal (pial) veins with no Parenchymal nidus. A number of radiological classifications have been proposed which are intended to aid in their clinical management. Modern imaging techniques may prove useful in their evaluation and follow-up. However, digital subtraction angiography (DSA) remains the gold standard and is necessary to guide multidisciplinary treatment strategy.

IDAVF

Definition of IDAVF

IDAVFs are abnormal AV shunts that receive supply through meningeal arteries or pachimeningeal branches of cerebral arteries and are drained directly through a dural sinus or venous channels tributary of a venous sinus or through dilated or non-dilated superficial or deep leptomeningeal (pial) veins [1].

Epidemiology

Their incidence and prevalence are unknown, due to lack of prospective epidemiological studies. Some retrospective series find them to be one tenth as frequent as brain AVMs [2-5]. IDAVFs tend to present later in life than AVMs, thus they are thought to be acquired rather than congenital [1].

Etiopathogenesis and clinical presentation

Although generally idiopathic, IDAVFs may be acquired as a consequence of head trauma, venous sinus stenosis or occlusion and head surgery [1]. The current pathogenic hypothesis is based on the common observation of association between IDAVFs and venous outflow obstruction: increased venous pressure may favor enlargement of physiologic shunts between duralarteries and sinuses or promote neoangiogenesis through regional venous ischemia. The association of IDAVFs further suggests the role of venous thrombosis in the development of IDAVFs with hypercoagulable state due to antithrombin, protein C and protein S deficiencies [6]. Since the first description of DAVFs in the early ’70, the clinical picture has generally been correlated with location and angiocracy, especially pattern of venous drainage [7]. Direct communication between Dural arteries and venous sinuses or meningeval venous lacunae with ante grade venous drainage increases flow through Dural sinuses or venous channels without venous congestion and commonly produces only benign symptoms such as headaches, pulsatile tinnitus or exophthalmos. However, venous drainage toward the cavernous sinus may engender painful proptosis, multiple cranial nerve deficits and decreased vision. Conversely, a retrograde venous
flow through sinuses or cortical veins as well as a direct cortical venous drainage (CVD), signs of passive venous congestion, carry a high risk of aggressive neurological symptoms and of intracranial hemorrhage, which is even greater in case of dilated venous channels [8]. Myelopathy develops when venous drainage descends toward the conus medullaris, while it is generally absent when perimedullary veins are limited to the cervical spinal cord [9]. In the presence of cortical or perimedullary venous congestion, vasogenic (extracellular) edema develops first into white matter, leading to gradual neurological impairment with epileptic seizures, progressive cognitive impairment, parkinsonism, cerebellum symptoms, cranial nerve abnormalities or myelopathy, depending on the site of IAVDF. At this stage, interruption of the fistula may lead to regression of symptoms [10]. On the other hand, if the cause of venous congestion persists, cytotoxic edema develops and interruption of the fistula at this stage may not result in neurological improvement [11-16]. This explains the importance of an early diagnosis and treatment of symptomatic IDAVFs. An uncommon although often-unrecognized mechanism of progressive neurological impairment associated with IDAVFs is continuous or recurrent microhemorrhages into subarachnoid spaces resulting in superficial Siderosis. Resultant hemosiderin deposits in the leptomeninges, pial and subpial layers progressively induce neuronal damage and are responsible for SS manifestations [17].

Classification and natural history (Figures 1 to 7)

Several classification systems have been developed to describe and guide the treatment of IDAVFs. The most used are Cognard et al. [18] and Borden et al. [19] classifications. Both are based on the pattern of venous drainage, which reflects the risk of hemorrhage. According to Cognard’s scheme Type I and II IDAVFs drain directly into dural sinus, the difference being the presence in type I of ante grade flow and in type II of retrograde flow into dural sinus (type II a), cortical (pial) veins (type II b) or...
both (type II a+b) (Figures 1 to 4); type III and IV drain directly into cortical (pial) veins, without dural venous drainage, the difference being the presence in type IV of dilated CVD (Figures 5 to 7); type V drain into perimedullary veins. Similarly to Cognard's, Borden's type I IDAVFs have drainage into a Dural venous sinus or pachimeningeal veins with ante grade flow (Figures 1 and 2) and type III DAVFs have the same dural drainage with retrograde flow into the sinus and/or cortical venous reflux (Figures 3 and 4), while type III have drainage directly into cortical veins or an isolated segment of dural sinus with cortical venous reflux (Figures 5 to 7). According to both systems, the presence of ante grade venous drainage without retrograde flow is associated with a benign clinical course. On the other hand, the factors increasing the risk of aggressive behavior are, in order of importance, the presence of retrograde flow into dural sinus and veins, into cortical or deep veins and the presence of a dilated CVD [7]. While Cognard and Borden type I IDAVFs have a benign course with virtually no risk of aggressive symptoms, type II with retrograde flow only into Dural sinuses and pachimeningeal veins are associated in about 37% of cases with aggressive symptoms other than hemorrhage. Cognard's and Borden type II IDAVFs with reflux into cortical veins have a more aggressive course, presenting with intracranial hemorrhage in 10.7 [18] to 18% of cases [19], with an annual hemorrhage rate of nearly 6%, while other aggressive symptoms are present in almost 43% of cases [18]. Both classifications find that the risk of hemorrhage greatly increases in case of direct drainage into cortical veins, although Borden's classification does not make difference between dilated and non dilated CVD, which is the distinctive feature of Cognard's type IV IDAVFs compared to type III. Several authors report higher bleeding risk in case of venous ectasia (i.e. CVD > 5 mm and 3 times larger than the diameter of draining vein), regardless of the classification scheme used. Actually, Borden's type III without dilated CVD, matching Cognard's type III IDAVFs, present with hemorrhage in 34 [20] to 40% of cases [18], with an annual hemorrhage rate of 10%, while 76% of Borden's type III with dilated CVD, corresponding to Cognard's type IV IDAVFs, show a hemorrhagic presentation and have a 21% annual bleeding rate. Annual hemorrhage risk further increases in case of previous hemorrhage, up to 46% [20]. Aggressive symptoms other than hemorrhage have a similar frequency in IDAVFs with reflux into cortical veins regardless the presence of direct CVD, between 36 and 43% of cases. Cognard types V IDAVFs with drainage into perimedullary veins are associated in 50% of cases with myelopathy [18]. Borden-Cognard type I IDAVFs may rarely modify and develop CVD, in 1.4% of cases and occasionally

Figure 4: A (anteroposterior) and B (lateral), radiography showing the cast of Onyx obliterating the parietal branches of the middle meningeal artery with arterioarterial reflux into homolateral feeders, the cast extending to the arteriovenous junction and the proximal venous outflow. C Anteroposterior and D lateral projections DSA of the common carotid artery demonstrating a complete obliteration of the fistula.

Figure 5: A 33 year old man presenting with sudden headache and meningeoma.

A. Axial Head CT scan shows a pialhemorrhage (white Arrow) on the surface of the right anterioquadrangular lobe of the cerebellum.
B. Axial T1-weighted enhanced MRI showing a small flow void in contact with the right posterior 1/3 of the free tentorialedge, corresponding to a suspended vein bridging between the tentorial convexity of the cerebellum to a tentorial venous lacuna.
C. Coronal T2-weighted High resolution image, showing the bridging vein (white Arrow).
D. Sagittal T1-weighted reference image. The yellow trait corresponds to the level of the coronal cut depcted in the C box.

AP and F, LL views of DSA, showing a grade III Borden without venous ectasia, Grade III Cognard IDAVF supplied by the right tentorialartery (Bernasconi and Cassinariartery, white arrowhead), branch of the meningohypophiseal trunk, originating from the intracavernous ICA and drained by the small suspended vein (white arrow) tributary of a tentorialvenouslacunaseen on MRI, which is the source of hemorrhage.
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Imaging

The initial imaging workup generally includes computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). In case of cortical venous reflux or direct CVD they generally show direct signs of IDAVFs such as flow voids (due to engorged and tortuouspial or meningeal vessels) and prominent vascular enhancement, in addition to indirect signs such as white matter or basal nuclei hypo-(on CT and MRI T1-weighted imaging) and hyper intensity (on MRI T2-weighted imaging) secondary to venous hypertension, as well as hemorrhage and hydrocephalus [21]. Conversely, in case of type I IDAVFs, conventional imaging is frequently unremarkable ealbeit it can show associated venous sinus stenosis or occlusion [22]. Given the limitation of CT and MRI, 6-vessels digital subtraction angiography (DSA) is indicated to diagnose and fully evaluate an IDAVF. This should include selective visualization of dural branches from external carotid (ECA), internal carotid (ICA) and vertebral arteries (VA), it should start in the early arterial phase and include late venous phase images. Super selective catheterization of distal feeders allows full delineation of the IDAVF supply and precise location of its nidus, where feeders converge and draining veins originate. It is especially important to identify signs of venous congestion and dilation, the so called “pseudophlebitic pattern”, present in 81% of type II-IV and in only 8% of type I IDAVFs, that correlates with risk of aggressive symptoms and prompts treatment [22]. Modern imaging techniques such as CT angiography (CTA), particularly flat panel detector CTA (FPD-CTA), and MRI angiography (MRA) can add high-resolution anatomic details that help outlining arterial feeders, the fistulous site and venous outflow, especially useful for surgical treatment [23,24].

Treatment

The expertise of a multidisciplinary staff involving neurosurgeons, interventional Neuroradiologist, neurointensivists and in some cases radiotherapists endorses the best management for these complex lesions and allows correcting weight treatment risks against the expected clinical evolution, especially regarding aggressive neurological symptoms. Cognard and Borden grade I and II IDAVFs without cortical venous reflux and drainage are best managed conservatively, unless annoying symptoms such as pulsatile tinnitus or exophthalmos are long lasting and evaluative. In case of CVD or perimedullary venous drainage with myelopathy, the treatment is warranted soon after diagnosis in order to avoid permanent deficits and prevent the risk of new or repeat hemorrhage. The aim of the treatment is complete interruption of the arteriovenous shunt, incomplete treatment having no protective effect against hemorrhage because fistula will eventually recruit collateral vessels [24]. However, partial treatment of complex IDAVFs may be a viable option in order to limit neurological morbidity with less operative risks, especially in fragile patients [25,26], or to reduce vascularization and simplify subsequent surgical resection [23]. The current core treatment of IDAVFs is endovascular embolization, which can display a pial recruitment when enlarging or becoming more diffuse or following partial embolization [20].

Figure 6: A 50 year old man presenting with left partial rolandic seizures. A, T2, B, T2*, C, T1-weighted MR sequences before and D, after gadolinium injection, axial view, showing flow voids (white arrows) without hemorrhage in the right rolandic area.

Figure 7: A, B, right and C left external carotid artery injections DSA confirms a Borden grade III IDAVF with venous ectasias (asterisk), which corresponds to Cognard grade IV, with bilateral arterial supply from the middle meningeal and superficial temporal arteries and direct CVD through dilated pial veins tributary of the superior sagittal sinus. D, Lateral projection DSA does not show ICA supply to the fistula.
be achieved through transarterial, transvenously or combined approach [2]. Transarterial embolization (TAE) is the most employed, favored in case of isolated or severely stenotic dural sinus or when venous outflow channels are tortuous and univiable, unless venous direct puncture is feasible. However, embolization of the sole arterial supply rarely cures IDAVFs because the shunt will ultimately receive supply from newly developed meningeal collaterals [10]. During TAE the micro catheter should be selectively navigated and wedged as distally as possible inside the feeders and the liquid embolic agent (LEA) injected into the shunt up to occlude the most proximal portion of the draining venous channels [10]. Both N-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate and Onyx (eV3, Irvine, Ca) can be used. However Onyx, which is non adherent and has less risk of gluing the micro catheter, and has variable viscosity, which improves its penetration into the fistula, is frequently preferred to glue. Its excellent penetration makes possible to treat effectively MultiFinder IDAVFs through a single pedicle [27]. Another advantage of Onyx is its black color, which allows easier identification of IDAVF during surgery, in case of partial embolization [21]. Onyx is less suitable to TAE when feeders from ICA or VA are shorter than 15 to 20 mm, because of the risk of stroke due to reflux of this embolic agent into normal vessels, higher than with glue, which polymerizes earlier than Onyx with shorter reflux [24]. A disadvantage of Onyx is its potential toxicity to cranial nerves, which contraindicates its direct injection into arteries supplying them [21]. Transvenous embolization (TVE) by glue or coils is a good option when arterial feeders are numerous, too tiny and tortuous to be navigated distally and the venous drainage of the IDAVF can be sacrificed without compromising the outflow of normal brain. Moreover, an anatomically isolated dural sinus can be reached transvenously through venous collaterals or even the thrombotic occlusion, which represents an advantage of TVE. However, TVE is not without risks of vessel perforation, venous congestion, leading to brain infarction or hemorrhage and venous outflow modifications, which may engender transient or permanent neurologic deficits. Surgery remains a valid option in case embolization fails, is not feasible or incomplete. Some IDAVFs locations, such as anterior cranial fossa floor, tentorial surface or free edge, are more amenable to surgery because of the difficulty to reach them endovascularly. Likewise, surgery is preferred to embolization for fistulas draining into the superior sagittal or dominant transverse sinuses when endovascular treatment would entail an undesirable dural sinus sacrifice [23]. An important landmark for the surgeon is the arterialized vein, following which upstream the nidus can be found. Coagulation of all accessible feeders and disconnection of all draining veins with preservation of normal venous drainage is the aim of surgery. Application of neuronavigation and Intraoperative indocianine green angiography (ICGA) are valuable adjuncts, which allow precisely locating the nidus of the fistula and verifying its complete disconnection from draining veins while preserving normal venous drainage. In case of failure of both endovascular and surgical treatments, stereotactic radio surgery (SRS) represents an alternative. However, this treatment has low success rate as the only treatment [28], especially in case of complex lesions for which targeting of the shunt is difficult [29]. Moreover, SRS is generally inappropriate for lesions presenting with bleeding because during the latency period of IDAVF obliteration, which lasts several months to a year, the rehemorrhage risk remains elevated [10].

**Conclusion**

IDAVFs are infrequent vascular malformations whose diagnosis and treatment are prerogative of a multidisciplinary team, involving neurosurgeons, interventional Neuroradiologist, neurointensivists and radiotherapists, in highly specialized centers where a multimodality management is offered, thorough clinical evaluation and modern imaging techniques allow to correctly weight treatment risks against the expected clinical evolution, which can be marked by aggressive neurological symptoms. Prognosis of high grade IDAVFs greatly depends on early diagnosis and treatment. Significant advancements in the management of IDAVFs have been made due to the development of recent pre- and Intraoperative imaging methods such as FPD CTA and ICGA, innovative endovascular techniques and introduction of new LEA such as Onyx. However, surgery remains a mainstay in the treatment of IDAVFs that are not amenable to embolization or in conjunction to it.
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